Using feedback and reviews from our learners and advisors, *Consent Matters: Boundaries, Respect, and Positive Intervention* has been updated to ensure that it continues to provide current, accessible, and inclusive training on consent, communication, relationships, and bystander intervention.

**Student Audio**
We’ve added more student audio testimonials and voiceover for some activities.

**Diversity & Inclusion**
Additional content has been created to reflect better the vibrant world of student life, including more racial diversity, diversity in relationship styles (e.g. polyamorous), and content for students who are not having sex. We’ve also included even more real-life perspectives and personal stories.

**Legal Changes**
Additional content has been created to reflect the legal changes around the understanding of consent.

**Support Services**
The support services have been updated with a comprehensive review of existing third-party links and new additional resources.

**A Safe Space to Learn**
Learners will have the power to control what they see, ensuring a safe space to learn with our new ‘hide content’ option for potentially triggering course material.

**The Digital Age**
A range of new content specifically looks at navigating consent with the complexities of online interactions in the digital age.

**Updated Design**
The programme has been refreshed with an updated user interface and design, including new imagery.